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Imagine a world in which two asset managers call the shots, in which their wealth exceeds 
current US GDP and where almost every hedge fund, government and retiree is a customer. 
These words are brought to us by an article of The Financial Post under the title: «With $20 
trillion between them, Blackrock and Vanguard could own almost everything by 2028». This 
shocking statement is a reality, but is also the result of a long process of globalization of the 
world, which means for us: concentration and integration all over the world of resources and 
of all kind of business processes of good and services… And this would have never been 
possible without the global privatization of monetary creation. These few words are essential 
to understand how we are about to live an era where very few companies will rule the whole 
world. 

Another fact is that in addition to this captivation of world resources and assets, the private 
monetary creation adds a burden on state and citizens shoulders: The debt. The World public 
and private debt is reaching today the record of $281 trillion (end of 2020).

World debt represent more than 355% of global GDP, according to the Institute of 
International Finance. So, it is impossible to pay it back. This is obvious. And with such a 
disbalance, the few representatives of the global financial market are de facto the big bosses 
of the households, the countries, and finally of the world.

So, if we want to heal at the root such an uncomfortable and structural situation, we need to 
assess the underlying mechanisms (over and above all the privatization of the creation of 
money) to be able to bring new proposals.

We’ll try during this conference check some monetary and economic axis which brought with 
globalization historical inequality all over the world.
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